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Abstract
In December of 2019, an extremely infectious and deadly pandemic ambushed China. In Wuhan, the novel
coronavirus COVID-19 suddenly broke out and spread rapidly to other countries. COVID-19 became a
worldwide disaster, affecting not only physical, but also emotional health on a global scale. We wanted to record
this change based on the sentiment analysis model and to examine the relationship between world events and the
positivity of posts on social media.
To analyze this relationship, we utilized a set of movie reviews as a training sample to construct a sentiment
analysis model based on the Long Short-Term Memory neural network theory, and calculate the texts' sentiment
score. We then analyzed the overall trend of the data, and discussed the reason behind the tendency. The
principal result was that, as the pandemic progressed, online sentiment generally became more positive. We
believe that this is because people gradually become more accustomed to life in the COVID-19 era.
Keywords: coronavirus, long short-term memory, neural network, sentiment analysis
1. Introduction
COVID-19, which broke out in 2019 and 2020, has caused tremendous loss worldwide. This kind of virus is not
only extremely infectious, but it is also quite deadly, with a long incubation period and a permanently high
reproduction number, which is hard to decrease. As of August 24, 2020, there are already 23,311,719 cumulative
confirmed cases worldwide, and that number will grow continually. Nevertheless, with the guidance of the WHO
and the efforts of governments, experts, and individuals, the virus is gradually becoming controlled. Only 44,946
new cases are being confirmed in the United States on August 24, significantly less than the 69,641 confirmed
cases on July 24. (Note 1) That number is around 50,000 on October 11.
During the pandemic, various events have triggered different responses on the Internet, leading to social media
users expressing different sentiments during different periods. With little idea of the scale of the pandemic,
initially, the public may have held a neutral position. As the pandemic progressed, there might be a more
pessimistic response; and conversely, the public may become somewhat hopeful and optimistic again once they
have gotten used to the new life and believe that the pandemic will soon be resolved. Hence, the article will
research the sentimental change of the messages on social media based on LSTM and analyze the results.
This article will include the following approaches:
1) The data retrieved from movie reviews will be used to train a sentiment analysis model based on a long
short-term memory neural network. This model should automatically classify passages as positive, negative, or
neutral based on the experience in the sample training.
2) The sentiment analysis model, will be used to calculate sentiment scores and emotion tags for messages
extracted from social media during the pandemic period.
3) Use Gephi and other means will be used to visualize the data and study the pattern of the result. The
reasons behind the trend will be analyzed by relating sentiment scores to events in reality.
2. Assumptions
1) In consideration of the limitations of data collection, the article assumes that the messages in the
news/message boards/blogs during December in 2019 to March in 2020 and tweets during April to July in 2020
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are representative of the public’s overall messages on social media and can validly express the public’s
sentiment.
2) Given that only English texts are gathered during the data collection, the problems this paper discussed are
valid only in the United States, Britain, and other English-speaking countries or districts. Due to the lack of the
data source location, the article assumes no significant difference among the data from different areas like urban
cities and rural areas.
3) In consideration of the fact that the article's sentiment analysis model calculates only messages from
December 2019 to March 2020, the article assumes that the TextBlob model used for the ready-calculated
sentiment scores of tweets from April to July has roughly similar criteria for the score as the article's sentiment
analysis model's.
4) During the calculation of the sentiment scores for the December-to-March texts, only randomly selected 1%
of the data are used, and the article assumes that this selected part is representative of the whole population.
3. Data Collection
3.1 Movie Review Data Set
The movie review dataset serves as a sample and test data to train the article's sentiment analysis model based on
the LSTM. Downloaded from GitHub open-source (https://github.com/yangbeans /Text_Classification_LSTM),
the dataset has two files containing positive and negative film reviews, correspondingly.
C++ was used to select and randomly order, and we divide the data into 431 positive files and 428 negative files,
each containing around 300 words and ending with a full sentence. To make sure that the machine will not
randomly guess the text's sentiment tag based on the proportion of the sample, we equally assign 400 positive
files and 400 negative files to the sample, and the rest of the data will be the test data.
3.2 News/Message Boards/Blogs Data Set
The news/message boards/blogs data set is the subject of the sentiment analysis. The texts extracted from this
data set will be used for sentiment score calculation and will be evaluated as positive or negative. Downloaded
from IEEE Dataport, (Note 2) the data set contains messages on social media from December 2019 to March
2020.
Using a python program, we extracted the texts from JSON files and divided them into text files, each containing
one single message labeled with the date. Then we gathered all the December data and randomly selected 1% of
the January-to-March data in each day as our data files, each containing the date label and the message texts.
Most of the texts are around 200 words, and the majority of the texts have a word amount less than 300, fit for
the article's sentiment analysis model.
Using the sentiment analysis model, we obtained the sentiment score for each message and built a news/message
boards/blogs data set, each containing the date tag and the corresponding sentiment score.
3.3 Corona-Virus (COVID-19) Geo-Tagged Tweets Data Set
The coronavirus (COVID-19) geo-tagged tweets data set and the worked December-to-March data set serve as
the subject of sentiment trend analysis. This data set is downloaded from IEEE Dataport (Note 3) and it contains
the tweet IDs and the corresponding sentiment scores from April to July. The sentiment score inside the data set
is calculated by TextBlob’s simplified text processing model, used for sentiment analysis of emotion polarity,
roughly the same criteria as our model's.
We gathered the data set's sentiment score, arranged the data, and labeled its distribution and proportion of
different sentiments to create the data for the period from April to July.
4. Basic Theory about Neural Network
4.1 Definition of Neural Network
The artificial neural network is a kind of calculation model mimicking the biological neural network using
mathematical and computer science arithmetic. The neural network structure includes multiple layers of artificial
neurons, and the model calculates by transmitting the data and result through layers. Like the biological neural
network, an artificial neural network can learn and adjust its parameters and structure to minimize the assigned
loss according to the feedback each time. The model can be used to solve regression problems, do image
recognition, analyze text, etc.
The neural network mainly has two strategies of study: supervised learning and unsupervised learning.
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Supervised learning lets the machine observe the pre-labeled sample data by humans and find the pattern. The
machine will adjust its parameter and structure to form a model to predict the output result when the input is
different from the sample. The supervised learning strategy requires a large amount of data, allowing the
machine's sample data to learn and the test data for the human to determine the model's efficiency. Supervised
learning can solve regression problems as well as sentiment analysis of the text.
Unsupervised learning, on the other hand, lets the machine automatically divide the non-pre-labeled sample data
into classification. The model can be employed for clustering analysis and Generative Adversarial Networks.
4.2 Definition of RNN and LSTM
RNN, Recurrent neural network, is a kind of artificial neural network typically used for automatic speech
recognition and natural language processing. Instead of merely processing each data as the typical neural
network does, the feedback strategy allows RNN to detect and learn the pattern in a sequence by reprocessing
some data. This tactic can be beneficial when it comes to the field of natural language processing. Take machine
translation, for example: word-to-word translation is a horrible strategy, and sometimes the meaning of the word
is dependent on the context in that sentence.RNN can analyze the whole sequence and deal with that pattern. For
this reason, RNN is extremely powerful when the context of the sequence is critical for analyzing the data.
LSTM, Long short-term memory, is a typical recurrent neural network architecture. Its feedback connections
allow the model to analyze the sequence comprehensively. Long short-term memory model usually contains
several components including a cell and three gates—input gate, output gate, and forget gate—by which the
machine can decide which information should be remembered for further calculation and which should be
discarded to reduce the amount of memory. The selective forgetting and memorizing function of the Long
short-term memory avoids vanishing and exploding gradients, which could cause severe problems in a standard
recurrent neural network structure because of RNN's memorize-all strategy. Hence LSTM can perform well
when dealing with sentiment analysis in which information from the past data will be needed to analyze new
data in the sequence.
5. Sentiment Analysis Model Based on LSTM
5.1 Model Introduction and Efficiency
The objective is to use a long short-term memory model to analyze the sentiment in a text. The model employs
the 100-dimension Glove Vector by Stanford for the vocabulary. With the assigned sample data and the
December-to-March messages' test data, the model reads the sample text and automatically adjusts the word
amount of each input data to 300 by cutting off longer messages, and complementing the shorter one with zeros
and process the text with pre-trained vocabulary. In consideration of the amount of sample and other factors, we
chose a batch size of 40 and set the learning rates as 0.01 and the number of epochs as 20. The calculation result
will be measured by a sentiment score, varied from -1 to 1. The negative index indicates a negative emotion, and
a positive one indicates positive emotion. The absolute value of the score indicates polarity. The sentiment is
more extreme when the absolute value of the score is close to 1, and the position tends to be neutral if the score
is around zero.
The model runs for 20 epochs, and the sample accuracy increases from around 50% to over 96%. Simultaneously,
the analysis of the test data, which includes 31 positive files and 28 negative files, manifests a high efficiency of
the model with an accuracy close to 95%. It can be concluded that the model is pretty efficient and confidently
valid.
The core part of the model’s code is as Figure 1
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F
Figure 1. Modeel Code
5.2 The R
Result of the Sentiment
S
Anallysis
We collaate the messaages' sentiment score resuults from Deecember to March
M
and inntegrate them with the
pre-calcuulated sentimennt score resultts of the tweett data from Ap
pril to July intto a single senntiment distrib
bution file.
Then we define a morre specific sen
ntiment tag. W
We determinee that a data with
w sentimennt score greatter than or
equal to 0.5 is consideered "positivee," and one w
with that betw
ween 0.1 and 0.5, exclusiveely, is consideered to be
"neutral ttowards positiive." Similarly
y, the messagee with a scoree smaller than
n or equal to -00.5 is "negativ
ve," while
text with a score betw
ween -0.5 and -0.1, exclusivvely, is "neuttral towards negative."
n
Thee data with a sentiment
score betw
ween -0.1 andd 0.1, inclusively, is determiined to be "neeutral."
By assignning the sentim
ment tag to eaach message aand counting each tag's app
pearance num
mber in a singlle day, we
get the prroportion of thhe five sentim
ment tags in eaach day. Conssidering the lack of data in D
December and frequent
fluctuatioon of the dataa, we merge th
he data by weeeks. The firstt seven days in
i a month w
will be referred
d to as the
first weekk of that monnth. The messsages in a moonth will be divided
d
into fo
our files, eachh of which co
ontains the
average pproportion of different senttiment tags inn the correspo
onding week while the datta of the last remaining
days beyyond four weeeks in the mo
onth is mergeed with the 4th week's dataa. Finally, wee get the prop
portion of
sentimentt tags in each week unit, shown as Figuree 2:
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Figure 2. Hisstogram of Seentiment Propo
ortion in Each
h Time Periodd
In Figuree 2, the x-axis of the graph represents
r
thee periods of th
he data, wheree April 1 meanns the 1st week
k in April,
th
th
th
and July 4 means the 4 week in Ju
uly plus July 29 , 30 , and
d 31st. The y--axis stands foor the proporttion in the
messagess. The color inndicates the seentiment type, as is describeed at the bottom of the grapph.
6. Analyssis of the Ressult
6.1 Discuussion of the Overall
O
Patterrn
6.1.1 Evaaluation of thee Result and Variation
V
To analyzze the overalll trend of the sentiment prooportion, we draw
d
a line grraph in whichh each line represents a
sentimentt tag, as is shoown as Figure 3:

ne Graph of Seentiment Prop
portion in Each
h Time Periodd
Figure 3. Lin
In Figuree 3, the x-axis of the graph represents
r
thee time period of
o the data, the same as thee histogram. The graph's
y-axis inddicates the perrcent of the ceertain sentimeent tag in the corresponding
c
g period with a unit of 1%. The color
of the linne indicates thhe type of sentiment, the saame as that in the histogram
m. The blue liine indicates "positive,"
"
orange is for "neutral towards
t
positiive," the greenn one is "neuttral," the red line is for "neuutral towards negative,"
and the purple repressents "negativ
ve." The scorre before Ap
pril 1, exclusively, is calcculated by th
he article's
sentimentt analysis moddel, and the data
d after Apriil, inclusively
y, is gathered from
f
the openn-source data calculated
by the TeextBlob Modeel. Though th
he data are froom two differrent data sets, we can see the lines are relatively
smooth, aand hence we can conclude that the joint of the two daata is quite accceptable.
From the line graph, we
w can see a massive
m
fluctuaation of proportion in the firrst five periodds, and the linee becomes
me is later. This is due to thhe small data size in Decem
mber, while paartial texts eveen refer to
smootherr when the tim
the SARS
S virus in 2003. Hence thee fluctuation of the initial data is gigan
ntic. Howeverr, the variation
n tends to
decrease as the outbreaak spreads wo
orldwide as thee number of messages
m
regarrding COVID
D-19 starts to skyrocket.
s
6.1.2 Discussion of thee “Positive” Sentiment
d on the neurral network, we
w examine the data of thhe “positive” sentiment,
By usingg A regressionn model based
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excludingg those of thee first five peeriods of weeeks which aree fluctuating, and calculatee the best-fit regression
r

7.9508 x
function, which can be
b expressed as y = −67
periods oof weeks dividded by 100, draawn as Figuree 4:

2

+ 69.2357
6
x − 3.2391
3
, wheere x is the number
n
of

Figuree 4. Regressioon Function off Positive Sen
ntiment
In Figuree 4, the x-axis is the periodss of weeks froom the first weeek of Decemb
ber, while Deccember 1st to 7th will be
tnd
st
counted aas 1 and Deccember 22 to 31 will bbe 4. The y-aaxis is the preedicted percenntage of the “positive”
sentimentt with a unit of
o 1%. The red
d part represennts the predicttion of the fun
nction in the ddefinition dom
main of the
Decembeer to July data,, and the blue part is for all valid domain
n of definition.
The graphh for the actuaal function an
nd comparisonn between it an
nd the predicted function iss as Figure 5 and
a Figure
6:

Figure 5. Actual Function of Positive
P
Sentim
ment

Figure 6. Actual
A
vs Regrression Functiion of Positivee Sentiment
Figure 5 rrepresents thee actual function, and the seecond is the co
omparison bettween the actuual and the preedicted. In
the first ggraph, the x-axis is the peeriod, written by the week
k's number in a month. Thhe y-axis reprresents the
percentagge of that sentiment in all messages.
m
In Fiigure 6, the x--axis is the periods of weekks from the first week of
Decembeer, the same as
a the graph mentioned
m
earrlier. The y-axis is the perrcentage of thhe "positive" sentiment,
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while thee blue line reprresents the acttual percentagge, and the yelllow line indiccates the prediicted proportion.
It can be seen from the Figure 4 thaat the trend off "positive" percentage
p
sho
ows extreme llinearity. Thatt is to say:
generallyy, more peoplee will manifesst positive em
motion in theirr message as the pandemicc progresses. This logic
seems unnreasonable on
o the surfacee, but in fact,, it can be ex
xplained by th
he conjecturee that, as the pandemic
progressees, people aree gradually beecoming used to their new lives in the era
e of coronavvirus and hav
ve stopped
panickingg as they weree initially. Quarantine and iinconveniencee may not seem
m as horrible as they appeaared at the
beginningg of the panddemic. Besides, the fact thaat governmen
nts and expertts might conttinue to spreaad positive
news andd messages to pacify and mollify
m
people may also trig
gger more possitive responsees. Of course, since the
"positive"" messages partake little in
n the whole ddata, these differences mig
ght be minor in consideration of the
whole piccture. Also, thhe data sets ch
hange seems tto trigger a tremendous chaange in the grraph between March 4th
and Aprill 1st, making thhe trends less valid.
6.1.3 Discussion of thee “Positive Tow
wards Neutrall” Sentiment
m
based on
o neural nettwork, we exaamine the datta of the “neu
eutral towardss positive”
By usingg regression model
sentimentt, excluding those
t
of the first
f
five perioods of weekss which are flluctuating, annd calculate th
he best-fit

752 x
regressionn function, which
w
can be expressed as y = 249.77
number oof periods of weeks
w
divided by 100, draw
wn as Figure 7:

2

− 65.1676 x + 44..6142 , wherre x is the

F
Figure7.
Regrression Functiion of Neutrall towards Positive Sentimennt
In Figuree 7, the x-axiss is the period
d number from
m the first weeek of Decemb
ber, the same aas the graph mentioned
m
earlier. Thhe y-axis is thhe predicted percentage
p
of tthe "neutral to
owards positiv
ve" sentimentt with a unit of
o 1%. The
red part rrepresents the prediction off the function in the definittion domain of the Decembber to July datta, and the
blue part is for all validd domain of definition.
d
The graphh for the actuaal function an
nd comparisonn between it an
nd the predicted function iss as Figure 8 and
a Figure
9:

Figure 8. Acctual Functionn of Neutral to
owards Positiv
ve Sentiment
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Figurre 9. Actual vss Regression F
Function of Neeutral towardss Positive Sent
ntiment
omparison bettween the actuual and the preedicted. In
Figure 8 rrepresents thee actual function, and the seecond is the co
the first ggraph, the x-axis is the peeriod, written by the week
k's number in a month. Thhe y-axis reprresents the
percentagge of that sentiment in all messages.
m
In Fiigure 9, the x--axis is the periods of weekks from the first week of
Decembeer, the same ass the graph meentioned earlieer. The y-axis is the percenttage of the "neeutral towardss positive"
sentimentt, while the blue
b
line reprresents the acctual percentage, and the yellow line indicates the predicted
proportioon.
It can be seen from Figgure 8 and Fig
gure 9 that, be sides the first several data in
i December w
with small datta size and
a vast vaariation, geneerally the "neeutral towardds positive" sentiment
s
hass a roughly cconstant patteern at the
beginningg of the pandeemic and a grradually grow
wing trend in the
t latter part of the coronaavirus period.. It can be
known thhat from Deceember to Marcch, people aree less positivee in their messages, and thi
his can be inteerpreted as
the resultt of the outbreeak of the virrus. Since the virus has pro
oven extremely infectious aand has spread
d to many
countries, and since peeople indeed will
w not have had time to become
b
used to a new lifee with many restrictions
because oof the virus (including
(
quaarantine and social distanccing), the pub
blic will seem
m more pessim
mistic and
hopeless, thus having fewer positivee messages. L
Later, people express
e
more positivity whhen they have gradually
become uused to their new
n life, and as
a the global ssituation imprroves (e.g. as China
C
sees zer
ero daily new confirmed
cases sincce the beginniing of April).
6.1.4 Discussion of thee “Neutral” Seentiment
m
based on
n neural netw
work, we exam
mine the data of
o the “neutraal” sentiment, excluding
By using regression model
p
of weeeks which are fluctuating, an
nd calculate th
he best-fit reggression functiion, which
those of tthe first five periods

37 x
can be exxpressed as y = −261.093
divided bby 100, drawn as Figure 10:

2

+ 89.02208 x + 23.8949 , where x is the numbber of periodss of weeks

o Neutral Sen
ntiment
Figuree 10. Regressiion Function of
In Figuree 10, the x-axiis is the period
d number from
m the first week of Decemb
ber, the same as the graph mentioned
m
earlier. T
The y-axis is the predicted
d percentage of the "neutral" sentimen
nt with a unitt of 1%. Thee red part
representts the predictioon of the funcction in the deefinition domaain of the December to Julyy data, and thee blue part
is for all vvalid domain of definition.
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The grapph for the actuual function and
a comparisson between it
i and the preedicted functioon is as Figu
ure 11 and
Figure 122:

Figu
ure 11. Actuall Function of Neutral
N
Sentim
ment

Figure 12. Actual
A
vs Reggression Functtion of Neutraal Sentiment
Figure 111 represents thhe actual funcction, and the second is the comparison between
b
the ac
actual and the predicted.
In the firrst graph, the x-axis is the period, writteen by the weeek's number in
n a month. Thhe y-axis reprresents the
percentagge of that senttiment in all messages.
m
In F
Figure 12, the x-axis is the periods
p
of weeeks from the first week
of Decem
mber, the samee as the graph
h mentioned eearlier. The y--axis is the peercentage of tthe "neutral" sentiment,
while thee blue line reprresents the acttual percentagge, and the yelllow line indiccates the prediicted proportion.
It can bee seen from Figure
F
10 and Figure 12 thhat the pattern
n of the "neutral" sentimennt proportion has some
linearity. If we discard the unstable data
d in Decem
mber and the beginning
b
of January,
J
we caan generally see that the
percentagge of neutral increase at first until Apriil and then deecrease after that.
t
It can bee concluded that
t
as the
pandemicc spreads, peoople from mo
ore countries start to reporrt the coronav
virus. Instead of passively receiving
possibly uunauthetic meessages from some biased m
media people are now actu
ually experienc
ncing the disasster, hence
might beiing more objeective than meerely conjectinng the situation far away. Th
he change in tthe "neutral" proportion
p
can also bbe concludedd as the suppleement for the change in the percentage of positive annd negative taags, which
can be stuudied by furthher analysis off those four taggs.
6.1.5 Discussion of thee “Neutral tow
wards Negativee” Sentiment
m
based on
o neural netw
work, we exaamine the datta of the “neuutral towards negative”
By usingg regression model
sentimentt, excluding those
t
of the first
f
five perioods of weekss which are flluctuating, annd calculate th
he best-fit

624 x
regressionn function, which
w
can be expressed a s y = 98.46
number oof periods of weeks
w
divided by 100, draw
wn as Figure 13:
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Fiigure 13. Regrression Functiion of Neutrall Towards Neg
gative Sentimeent
In Figuree 13, the x-axiis is the period
d number from
m the first week of Decemb
ber, the same as the graph mentioned
m
earlier. Thhe y-axis is thhe predicted percentage
p
of tthe "neutral to
owards negativ
ve" sentimentt with a unit of
o 1%. The
red part rrepresents the prediction off the function in the definittion domain of the Decembber to July datta, and the
blue part is for all validd domain of definition.
d
a comparisson between it
i and the preedicted functioon is as Figu
ure 14 and
The grapph for the actuual function and
Figure 155:

Figure 14. Acctual Functionn of Neutral To
owards Negattive Sentimentt

Figure 15. Actual vs Regression F
Function of Neeutral Towards Negative Seentiment
Figure 144 represents thhe actual funcction, and the second is the comparison between
b
the ac
actual and the predicted.
In the firrst graph, the x-axis is the period, writteen by the weeek's number in
n a month. Thhe y-axis reprresents the
percentagge of that senttiment in all messages.
m
In F
Figure 15, the x-axis is the periods
p
of weeeks from the first week
of Decem
mber, the sam
me as the grap
ph mentionedd earlier. The y-axis is the percentage oof the "neutraal towards
negative"" sentiment, while
w
the blu
ue line repres ents the actu
ual percentagee, and the yeellow line ind
dicates the
predictedd proportion.
It can be seen in the Fiigure 15 that, besides
b
the unnstable data in
n December, th
he percentagee of the "neutraal towards
45
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negative"" sentiment generally
g
show
ws a decreasiing trend. This is correspo
onding to thee patterns of those two
positive ttags. It can bee conjectured that people exxpress fewer negative
n
messsages as they are accustomeed to their
new livess and have moore hope for th
he end of the ppandemic.
6.1.6 Discussion of thee “Negative” Sentiment
S
n neural netwoork, we examiine the data off the “negativee” sentiment, excluding
By using regression model based on
p
of weeeks which are fluctuating, an
nd calculate th
he best-fit reggression functiion, which
those of tthe first five periods
can be eexpressed as y = −22.1312 x
divided bby 100, drawn as Figure 16:

2

+ 4.52248 x + 1.3617 , where x is the numbeer of periods of weeks

Figure 16. Regressioon Function of Negative Sentiment
In Figuree 16, the x-axiis is the period
d number from
m the first week of Decemb
ber, the same as the graph mentioned
m
earlier. T
The y-axis is the predicted
d percentage of the "negattive" sentimen
nt with a uniit of 1%. Thee red part
representts the predictioon of the funcction in the deefinition domaain of the December to Julyy data, and thee blue part
is for all vvalid domain of definition.
The grapph for the actuual function and
a comparisson between it
i and the preedicted functioon is as Figu
ure 17 and
Figure 188:

Figu
ure 17. Actual Function of Negative
N
Sentiiment

Figure 18. Actual
A
vs Regrression Functiion of Negativ
ve Sentiment
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Figure 177 represents thhe actual funcction, and the second is the comparison between
b
the ac
actual and the predicted.
In the firrst graph, the x-axis is the period, writteen by the weeek's number in
n a month. Thhe y-axis reprresents the
percentagge of that senttiment in all messages.
m
In F
Figure 18, the x-axis is the periods
p
of weeeks from the first week
of Decem
mber, the samee as the graph
h mentioned eearlier. The y-aaxis is the perrcentage of thhe "negative" sentiment,
while thee blue line reprresents the acttual percentagge, and the yelllow line indiccates the prediicted proportion.
As is predicted, it can be seen in the graph that, besides the flluctuating dataa in Decembeer, the proporttion of the
"negativee" sentiment has
h a decreasin
ng trend. As iis discussed, this
t trend migh
ht be due to th
the accommod
dation of a
different life and the bettering
b
futuree. Of course, since the prop
portion of the negative messsages is so sm
mall, there
might be no conclusionn at all that caan be drawn.
6.2 Analyysis of the Typical Data Bassed on Gephi
6.2.1 Connstruction of the
t Gephi Graph Based on F
Force Atlas
We import the final daata into Gephii and use Forrce Atlas, a Fo
orce-directed graph drawinng algorithm mimicking
m
the physical rules in reeality, to construct a graph, w
which is show
wn as Figure 19:

Figure 19. Gephi G
Graph of the Period’s Relatio
onship
In Figuree 19, the noddes are the fiv
ve sentiment ttags and the periods. A taag node and a time period
d node are
connectedd if the proporrtion of the taag's sentiment isn't zero in th
hat week. Thee weight of thee edge is the proportion
p
of the rellated tag's senntiment in the related time pperiod with a unit of 1%, th
hat is to say, a period node with 23%
messagess being "neutraal" will have an
a edge with a weight of 23
3 with the nod
de "neutral." T
There is a 100
0-weighted
edge betw
ween "positivee" and "neutraal towards poositive" and beetween "negattive" and "neuutral towards negative."
The Force Atlas algoriithm used to draw
d
the graphh indicates thaat the period'ss property corr
rrelates with th
he relative
spatial poosition. Two nodes
n
fairly close
c
to each other, or sym
mmetrical about the centerlline formed by
b the five
sentimentt tags, have similar
s
traits. Meanwhile, nnodes far awaay from each other most liikely have sig
gnificantly
different properties.
In Figuree 19, the relatiive sizes of the nodes repreesent the magn
nitude of theirr PageRank inndexes. The co
olor of the
nodes inddicates their modularity
m
classs calculated w
with a resolutiion index of 0.6.
0 The relativve distance beetween the
tag nodess and the moddularity class shows
s
the relaative sentimen
nt polarity of the
t messages in that period
d. It can be
seen from
m the graph thhat, besides December, the llatter the period is, more positive the meessages at that time are.
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The resullt is corresponnding to the Figure
F
20, in w
which the x-aaxis represents the period aand the y-axiss indicates
the type oof the sentimeent tag.

ure 20. Generaal Sentiment Tag
T by Time Period
Figu
6.2.2 Discussion of thee Typical Dataa Based on Geephi
p
changge occurs betw
ween the nodees of the 1st w
week and the 2nd week in
Accordinng to Figure 199, significant position
January, two adjacent periods. Figu
ure 3 also dem
monstrates a considerable increase in nnegative propo
ortion and
indicates its pessimistiic tendency, corresponding
to Figure 19. This changee is probably ddue to the eveents at the
c
beginningg of January. On
O January 7tht , the end of tthe first week,, scientists con
nfirmed the diiscovery of COVID-19,
the novell coronavirus. (Note 4) And on January 13th, the coro
onavirus spreaad to Thailandd, the first caase outside
China. (N
Note 5) The situation reminded the peoplle of the SARS in 2003. Users began to w
worry about th
he coming
pandemicc, sending meessages with negative senttiment becausse of their anx
xiety about thhe future and
d, to some
degree, thhe inefficient actions of the Chinese goveernment, facto
ors which contributed to thee significant differences
d
between tthe spatial possition of the tw
wo nodes.
In Figuree 19, there is also a remark
kable differencce between th
he positions of the 3rd periood and the 4thh period in
rd
January. On January 23
2 , Wuhan, a city in Chhina, started its
i total lockd
down, prohibiiting all transsportation,
includingg cars, trains, and flights. Additionally,
A
tthe United Staates governmeent declared tthe COVID-19 a public
health em
mergency. Givven the signiificant outbreeak around th
he world, therre were natur
urally many pessimistic
p
messagess and condemnnations of Chiina, leading too the differencce between thee two time perriods.
Another ttypical exampple of the diffeerence in Figuure 19 is the co
ontrast betweeen the 3rd periiod and the 4thh period in
April. In Figure 3, the percentage off positive messsages increases, and that of negative onees decreases. This trend
is probabbly due to thee "One World: Together at Home Globaal Concert" su
upported by thhe WHO on April
A
18th,
(Note 6) w
which cheeredd the people up.
u As a hopefful and joyful sense starts to
o spread, natuurally there will be more
positive m
messages on thhe Internet.
7. Conclu
usion and Proospect
This articcle mainly putts forward the method of annalyzing the seentiment proportion trend dduring a period
d by using
the sentim
ment analysis model based on the neurall network of Long
L
Short-Teerm Memory, regarding thee influence
of the coronavirus panndemic on pub
blic's sentimeents in messag
ges on social media, evalua
uating the chan
nge of the
proportioon of different sentiments. The
T main concclusion of the article is as fo
ollows:
(1) Impleement the LST
TM architectu
ure based on R
RNN to train a sentiment analysis
a
neuraal network mo
odel using
the samplle data of movvie reviews with high modeel efficiency.
(2) Applyy the sentimennt analysis mo
odel to calcullate the sentim
ment score, an
nalyze the sent
ntiment proporrtion trend
during the coronavirus period, and relate the patteern to significaant events.
Of coursee, the article'ss method has several demeerits, including
g the different sources of th
the two sentim
ment score
data and the relatively small samplee size. Furtherr studies are needed if the trrend shall be uunderstood, and
a a more
profoundd conclusion iss to be drawn.
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